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The first notion we consider in the concept of time is tl'E. t of dura

tion. Duration is predicated of existence and existing beings. Duration 

is continued existence, or the persistence of an object in its being. It 

is twofold: uncreated and created. Uncreated duration is eternity, "the 
1 

simultaneously whole and perfect pos session of interminable life," which 

is proper to God alone. Createaduration is proper to created beings 

and admits of change; it is of two 'kinds: aeviternity and time. 

Aeviternity is the duration of created spiritual beings which are sub

stantially incorruptible, irrnnortal, and without succession; accidentally, 

however, these beings admit succession, insofar as they "elicit succes
2 

sively the rational acts of lmowing and Hilling". In other words, 

aeviternity admits succession of ope;rations, >i>Thich are accidents" but not 

succession or change in substantial 'existence. Time is the duration of 

l 

that which is strictly speaking, changeablee 

There is a logical distinction between duration and existence, for 

over and above the idea of existence, duration implies persistence. This 

persistence or permanence in existence may be either successive or 

permanent. This connotation of persistence as something added to exist

ence applies only to created duration, for uncreated duration, like all 

infinite qualities ascribed to 'the Divinity, can add nothing to the 

divine existence. But the Thomists generally hold that there is no real 

distinction between the duration and the existence of a thing. 
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"A thing forrrally endures, by that through which it forrrally per
" sists in existence; and it persists inexistence by that through 

which it does not cease to exist, or that by means of ,,,,hich it 
formally excludes the cessation of existence. But that cessation, 
since it is the lack of formal defect of existence, is forrrally 
exclud~d by existence itself.. Therefore duration, taken absolutely, 
in respect to the thingiitself, is identical with existence. 113 

, , 

Indeed, although duration COlli~otes or includes some pre~existence, 

since it means persistence in existence, and persistence must presuppose 

being; yet really, existence as such does not cOIU1ote any negation of pre

ceding existence, but prescinds from,it, and implies absolutely that a 

thing is in act. Although the hypothetical example of a being which would 

be created and instantaneouslY annihilated, is cited as presenting a case 

of existence ldthout duration, yet considered in reality, both notions are 

present. 

IIGod does not by one operation bring things into eJdstence and by 
another preserve them existence. For the ver,y existence of 
permanent things i,s divisible only accidentally, in so far as it 
underlies some motion; but in itself it is instantaneous. Hence 
the operation,of God •.• in matcing the principle of being is not 
other than the een tinuation of be:ing."4 

In other "fords, the s arne divine operation ,("Thich conStitutes the 

princtple of existence in beings, also determines their continuation. 

"..• in its first instant a thing said to endure inchoatively, for then 

its dUration begins, but it is consumed in the very continuation of exis
5 

tence, ,,.,,.hich follows after an instant." 

However, is not the complete Thomistic t'heory on duration and 

existence. A distinction must be made between permanent and successive 

things. Succession, it may be noted, a type of .change in which there 

exists an identity which includes in the identity of the subject, deter
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minations which cannot exist together. These determinations are thus said 

to succeed each other and the subject which they qualify is said to en

dura or tQ have duration. We haV:e been considering duration and. existence 

in regard to permanent beings. As we have seen, duration does not add 

anything real and extrinsic to existence; it adds something logical, the 

connotation of an action continuing it and thus influencing its .being. 

Were this not true, the duration of a permanent being Tlwould constantly 
6 

require a. renewed reproduction. TI On the other hand, in regard to suc

cessive beings, since their existence ~mplies a change of parts or 

qualities, their duration consists of the addition of existence to previous 

existence, because successive beings formally endure in virtue of a 

continuous flow, inasmuch as one part ceases and another begins. 

TlBut yet, as successive parts, they add a new duration and also 
a nevI existence to the existence "of the prececD.ng parts, and 
thus the whole successive existence is not distinct from the 
w~ole duration but part from part, which do~not b~ppen in the 
indivisible duration .of a permanent being. 1I 

But this extension of existence does not b ring about a new and dis
", 

tinct being with each addition of a part. It merely means that bi the 

addi tion of pew parts the very ~ of such a successive being grows and 

is consummat~d .. " Hence duration adds nothing to the esse of such a being, 

but the being "exists in the order of reality in virtue of the flow and 

addition of its parts. 

A rea~, successive, and continuous duration is the persistence of a 

being whose parts flow uninterruptedly, so that the mental limitations 

upon such parts are completely eliminated. Time is considered by all men 

http:being.1I
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as being of this nature. 

"For every being really existing and persisting in its exist
ence, has some real duration proportioned to it •••But among 
all things there are certain successive beings which so exist 
that necessarily they persist through some d-elay (moram) in 
their existence; for this is intrinsically connected with 
succession. _ Therefore, in beings of this kind, there is a 
real duration proportionate to them. Therefore as the existence 
of a ,successive being does not so endure that it remains entirely 
the same ih the whole length of its duration, but so that its 
parts come one after t.l-te other; thus the duration of such a being 
has, not a stable, but a flowing permanence, if it deserves the 
name of permanence; but broadly spe~~ing, it persist~ or endures 
as long as its 'flow does not cease or not ended." 

This type of duration intrinsic time, that species of time about 

'which' we have hitherto been speaking.- In addition to being successive 

duration, time must also be a flowing continuum, for the successive dura

tion of things, flows continually without any break in that flow. viere 

something to intervene and cause a break, the result 1"iould b e two times, 

not' one time divided. 

Since we have seen time as successive duration and a flOidng continuum, 

the next problem is to discover the relationship between the two kinds of 

flowing continua,motion and time. Aris~totle defined motion as "the ful
, 9 

fillmerit of what exists potentially insofar as it exists potentil:!lly." 

The Aristotelian school, limits motion in the strict sense to t he proper 

meaning of change - a successive transition from one state to another. ~ere 

are many divisions of change, but Aristotle (Physics~ VIII, 9) limits it in 

the strictest and most proper sense, to local motion. Local motion a 

species of intrinsic, physical change, and is defined as successive presence 

in different places. There are two end points, or terms, in every motion; 
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the term .§:. guo, the poltnt from which the motion begins, and the term ad quem 

the point at which the motion is aimed and where actua~ization is complete. 

Time is either motion or it is certainly found in motion alone. 

I1Motion and tillB either are the same, as certain men have said, or t i:me is 
10 . 

some passion of motion, which is the case. II Thi s is obvious both philo

sophfucally and according to our ordinary mode of conceiving time. We con

ceive time as composed of past, present, and future. Now the movement of 

the present into the future, whereby the quondam future becomes in ·turn the 

past, is necessarily contained in the conception of time. Thus time is 

always conceived as indicating .constant change, progression, motion. More

over, the standards of measurement wh ich 1'fe apply to time are all taken 

from movement. There is, of cOllrse, a philosophical basis for this agree-
l 

ment of all men that time is necessarily related to movement. As we have 

seen, time is a successive and continuous duration. Dura'tion as such aSSUllBS 

or pre supposes, at least in t he order of reason, a be ing of which the dura

tion is predicated; duration cannot be found out side of this being. But 

really there is· no successive being which can be related to successive 

duration except motion. IlBecause nothing is of itself (12.§:.r se) in continu

ous succession except insofar ffiS it is in becoming' ( in fieri), through 

which, not ali at once, but gradually, it acquires its total ex:tst~nce. 
11 

Therefore, cont,inuous succession primarily and ~r~ is only in motion. 1I 

An .§:. posteriod proof that time is not 1rdthout motion is found in the fact 

that "when men do not apprehend any change, it does not seem to them that 
12 

time has passed. It We have a conception and cognizance of time only when 
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we perceive some motion. If the 'now' does not come from the future and 

move into the past, to allow of our numbering it, time seems to stand still. 

We have said that th e concept of time is in that of JIDtion. In the 

present discussion, it is not necessary to distinguish between motion, move

me~t, and change; we have considered their relation above, but considering 

only their relationship to the being of time, these t errns can· be used al

most interchangeably. Now the question arises: Is time distinct from mo

tion, and if so, is the distinction real or m.erely logical; A real dis

tinction is "the absence of s arneness between things different in their real
13 

ity, independent of the mind1s consideration." A logical distinc tion is 
14 

"the absence of samene ss between concepts of the s arne reality." It may 

be well here also to mention the distinction between time as a duration 

the intrinsic duration of which we have been speaking, and time as a meas

ure, considering that duration as numbered by our mind'. Since these are 

merely two different aspects of one being, the proofs in the follov.ring 

discus sion, although taken, now from one aspect, now f rom the other, need 

not be divided, for each is valid for the being of time. 

It is the common opinion that the concept of time is at least logical

ly distinct from that of motion. Time cannot be strictly speaking the 

same as motion, for we consider motion as being measured by time and en

during in time. Time as duration carmot be identical with motion, for 

"1,o/e conceive m6tion precisely as a way to a term, but time as a delay or 

persistence in existence l,-lhich it is necessary that such a "Way or ITDtion 
15 . 

should have." Moreover, the change of each thing is only eith r in the 

thing which changes (supposiV3, in the case of the motions of substance, 
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quality, and quantity; or in the place 'i'lhere the changingsupposite is, in 

the case of local motion. But on the contrary, we consider time as present 

everywhere and with all things. Furthermore, motion fast or slow, and 

this is determined by time; but it ".auld be foolish to say that tiine or 

any of its characteristics is defined by time. Finally, both time and 

motion have dir~ction, but the direction of motion is reversible, while 

that o.f time not. A motion may be so reversed as to subtract ,..mat it has 

added up; but time never subtracts; it is irreversible on its endless for

'-lard course. 

While the logical distinction between motion and time is readily ad

mitted, the question of a real distinction 'is disputed. The opinion deny

ing a real distinction seems to be true. In the firs t place, duration, 

as we have seen above, is not really distinct from the existence of the 

thing enduring. But time is the intrinsic duration of motion. Therefore, 

time is not really distinct from motion. Secondly, there is in successive 

motion some delay and persistence in existence essentially inseparable from 

it. IIBut time is really nothing else than the delay and duration of motion 

itself. Therefore, it adds nothing really, or distinct from its nature, 
16 . 

to motion. II 

Finally, according to the Aristotelian definition of time, to be ex

plained and defended below, time is lithe number of motion with respect. to 
1:7 

the before and the after. T! Hence the very parts of motion; before and 

after, successively numbered or numerable, constitute time. "The before and 

the a fter are in motion; but time is in these, insofar as they are numer
18 

able. II And again, IlJ3ut theparts of motion, so flowing and existing in the 
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19 
succession 0 f before and after, are not distinct from time itself. il There

fore, if time is consti tuted by the parts of before and after, and the same 

parts also constitute motion, there is no real distinction between ~ime and 

motion. 

There is an objection that the same daily motion, such asthe rotation 

of the earth, can be faster or slower, but time must be uniform, and there

fore they are really distinct. We answer this objection by a development 

and explanation of t~e nature of intrinsic time. Although a certain space 

of a given numerical extent can be gone through. faster or slower, in re

ference to 'some general temporal measure, yet a Ir.otion numerically the same 

cannot do so. In the same l"lay that we have seen that the intrinsic dura

tion of a being is not really di stinct from the existence of that being, 

so the speed or slowness of motion can be consldered, not as something 

tinct from.the entity of motion, but rather as intrtnsic affections of the 
\ . 

ootion. This in effect makes the rate of s peed a .sp ecific difference of 

each irrlividual motion, and wh'en that speed is changed, the motion is no 

longer the s arne, but a different ~ntity. And since the intrinsic time of 

each entity is distinct and proper to that entity, it is suitable to chang

ing motions, so understood. ThUS time' slac~ of the attributes of motion, 

that is, of speed and slolmess, can be explained by the logical distinct

ion. It is not true, as may be objected, that a difference of properties 

must constitute a real distinction, for different attributes may be pre

dicated of the same thing, as in the (bas~ of animality and rationality 

being predicated of man. 
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We nay now proceed to a· defini tion of t ime. The best definition is that 

of Aristotle: time is "the number of motion with respect t.o the before· and 

20 


the after. II vie have next to clarify the termS in the definition. Number 


may be defined as a mUltitude compared .by means of units. It has a hrofold 

division: a ctive or abstract(numerus riumerans), by which other thirigs are 

numbered; and passive or concrete, which is a re susceptible of being 

counted. Concrete number twofold: calculable, which 

"implies a relationship to a subject which. numbers it •••but not 
ne cessarily actually numbering it; and calculated, IIwh~ch has 
already beennurnbered by a mind. It requires a subject to 
actually number it. ,,21. '

Byl1number" in the definition is meant concrete number. 

"But time is not the number by l.mich we numb€;lr, (i" e. abstract 
numb~r) because in that case it would follow tmt t he -number 
of anY being would be time; but it is calculated number beGaus~2 
the very number of before and after in motion called time. II 

/ 

Another useful distinction is that, "numberll in the definition is 

primarily ordi,nal number, "which g:ives a dete:nninate succession, a before 

23 


and after. 1I 


St. Thomas gives a simple anq. C:0gent proof that time is numper. "That 
\ 

by which we judge someth:ing more and less,' is its number. But we judge 
24 

motion more or less .by time. II Therefore time is number. S orne object 

that time is continuous quantity, but number is discrete, and therefore 

'time is not number. The solution is that conc!t'ete number is discrete only 

if the things numbered are discrete; if the things numbered flow one after 

the other, joined by some union or continuation, as the parts of lIDtion 

flmv, number continuous. "lnthou~ the number by i.nich we number is 
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discrete; yet time is continuous; as ten measures of cloth are continuous, 
25 

altho'ugh the ten nunibers are discrete. II 

An ob jection po sed by Galenus states that the Aristotelian definition 

is tautological, because time is defined by, and terms 0 f, before and 

after, which in turn are explained by time. The solution is that the be

fore and after in the definition are taken from the before' and after in 

motion which in turn are based upon the before and a fter in magnitude; for 

motion. and time are flowing quanta, and things are subject to time insofar 

as they are quantitative. 

"Motion ll in the d ef:initio:n is understood in the proper sense of 

physical, and especially of local, motion. We have already seen the re

lationship between motion and time. Some object to the definition on the 

grounds that time is not, mly, the measure of motion but also of rest. We 

answer that time is per ~ a measure of motion, but per accidens it is a 

measure of rest so, since rest is the privation of motion. For those 

things which are per pr~er to a condi tioD are applied per accidens 

to its privation. But that time is per the measure of motion is ob

vio.us from the fact that time measures the be:ing in respect to before and 

after, and is the transition fran one of them to the other. Now the be

fore and after are found in rest when a relation to motion is made, and 

therefore are found and measured per accidens. For )this reason Aristotle 
,~> 

defined time by motion, not by rest, for it must b'e de'fined in terms of 

that alone which is per ~ 'proper to it. As Pesch points ou t; "For that 

which rests is not measured by time by reason of its rest, but insofar as 

the number of that motion to l..hich it is in potency can be applied to it." 
26 
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In sunnning up the proof· for the Aristotelian definition, St. Thomas I 

statement is clear: 

"The basis for time I s following motion is that by which, once 
it is known in motion,. time is re cognized. But we know time 
when. we distinguish by determiningtthe before and the after; 
and we say that t ime is passing when we sense the before and 
after in motion. It is evident, th:m, that time follows motion 
with respect to the before and the after." 27 

The next consider<;J.tion is that of the divisions of time. Time is 

divided into: real time, absolute time, possible time, and imaginary time, 

according to the aspect under which we viet., it. Real time a successive 

duration really ~xist~!g. Absolute time is a kind of successive duration 

vi'1ich we conceive as existing per ~ and separate fran all bodies, uni

form, without a dete:r:-mined beginning or end, and hence lIin a certain sense, 

eternal, infinite, and necessary, containing and including ever,y created 

duratiqn in itself, in which all things endure, and outside which nothing 
28 

can endure. lI Bittle defines absolute time as lithe time which is the sum 
29 

of all real and possible time, considered as one." Possible time is 

absolute time considered as existing prior to any real time which can be 

assigned to motions occurring in nature. lmaginar.r time is th e concep

tion of time by the imagination as a receptacle, a flowing stream in which 

real, absolute, and possible times are included, prescinding from any 

particular existence or beings enduring in time, and is the result of 

mentally emptying space of all material and spiritual beings except our 

own intellect. 

Real time is divided into intrinsic or internal, and extrinsic or 

external, time. Extrinsic time is that duration of some motion which 
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serves as a measurement of other motionroo. It is, subdivided into general or 

primary, and particular or secondary, time. ,General time is lithe duration 

of celestiCl:l movement serving as a measurement fo'r all other motions. II 

Partic ular time is that 1tJhich serves as a measur emen t of some mot ions; this 

is the kind perceived by the instrument ali ty of closks and watches, and \ 

expressed by d3.ys, hours, minutes, and so forth. Intrinsic time, as we 

'. 
have seen, is the proper and intrinsic duration of every real rrotion. 

St. Augustine speaks of this kind of time: 

III heard f rom a certain learned man that the motions of the 
sun, the moon, and the planets, are the tiJhes and years 
themselves, am I did not assent. But why should not rather 
'the motions of, all bodies be times? Indeed, if the celestial 
lights would cease, and a potter's wheel be turning around, 
would there not be time bY"Thich we might measure those 
revolutions? •.. : •• T~9refore let no man tell me that the 
motions of the celestial bodies are times, because at the 
prayer. of a certain man the sun stood still, that Joshue might 
achieve his victorious battle, but time went on;3by its own 
space of time that battle ,was fought and ended.1I 1. 

A final division of time is 'that into cont inuous and discrete. We 

have been treating of continuous time until the present, and further 

explanation is unnecess~ry. Discrete 'time is that ~mich consists of a 

succession of separated parts. 

IIThere is a discrete time, which is twofold: corporeal, which 
is notbing else than the interrupted duration of motion; and 
spiritua 1, whic? is nothing else than th e plurali ty of opeaza:; 
tions, any of '('lhich endures indivisibly in itself, _because it 
is not' successive, and in this way there is time in the opera
tions of the angels. II 32 

The next consideration is the respective reality of these kinds of 

time. First some terms should be clarified. A' real being' is 'one "rhich 

exists or can exist in the nature of things, independently of manls actual 

http:ended.1I
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kno-wledge. A 'logical beingt (conceptual being, ~ rationis)is one Hhich 

has objective being on+y in the human mind. Logical being can be one 

of t "TO kinds: without a founda tion in reality, such a sa"square circle'; 

or with a foundation in reality. The latter cannot exist in nature 

precisely as it is cCl1ceived, but there is a reason in the things of nature 

why the mind conceives it thus. 

Real extrinsic tine is obviously a real being, for it is the real 

duration of a standard motion, and as we have seen, duration is re\al~"y 

identified 1.n th existence. Hence, since the"se notions exist in reality, 

so do durations and times which are identical with them. Real intrinsic 

time is also a real being for the same basic reasCl1. 

The additi.on of men tal characteristics to an objectively real basis 

results in the formation of a conceptual being 1.nth a foUndation in 

reality. But some of the notes in the comprehension of the term tabsolute 

timet are purely mental additions to the objective basis of time, and are 

really impossible. Therefore,. absolute time as a measure is not a strict

ly real being. The major premise of the proof is obvious from definition; 

the minor must now be proved. Absolute time is conceived as eternal and 

infinite. Yet'time is a kind of successive duration and is found in motion. 

But there cannot be succession in Jeternity, as is proved by the de finition 

of eternity above cited, and from the "fact that in eternity there is no 

potentiality in "transition to actuality, which is demanded in the defini

tion of movement. Therefore time not in eternity. Nor can succession 

or motion exist 1.n thout a subject or supposit "'hich moves successively; 

th ere fore time cannot be eternity .. 

http:additi.on
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Moreover, absolute time is supposed to be a really existing duration 

in which things move, and happen; this duration must be either creat~d or 

uncreated. Now there i,s nothing uncreated except God and His attributes, 

such as eternity. i.ve hawe seen that time is not eternal, and it is fool

ish ,to think of God as time. Hence it must be created. \.vhen was it 

created? Not from eternity, for creation is not eternal, but took place 

in time. If it was not created from eternity, it must have been created 

in some previous duration. But there ca.n be no prior duration if the 

concept of absolute time is to be maintained. Even if the previous dura-, 

tion in which absolute time was created call~d eternity, and this time 

is main tained as something real, considering that all oth er things are 
, 

created in it, the only thing which would have existed before creation is 

that which we now call eternity. Therefore the characteristics of eter

nity and of exceeding all created durations are really impossible. 

T!1ese first proofs against the total r.eality of absolute time are 

given specifically in refutation of the theories of Pierre Gassendi, and' 

of Clarke, respectively. Gassendi held that time is an absolute incor

poreal being, abstracted frQ11. the things enduring and which would be con

ceived as having flowed per~ before anything was created, and to continue 

to flow, even if God would annihilate all things. Qlarke held that ab

solute time is the ve:ry eternIty of God. 

Nys gives a proof that time is not a real being from the standpoint 

of the partlY real, (partlY ideal (i. e., mental) character of its parts. 
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"vie cannot invest brief temporal duration with complete unity 
because, if this unity not a part of time, but a real time 
(the assumption in absolute tirre), it is.the result of a syn
thesis effected by the mind, when the latter unites into one 
and th e same whole, the past which is no longer present, the 33. 
present ..Thich is passing, the future lvhich is still to come. I! 

.In this way time must be at least partially a conceptual being, for 

it ,is c,ontinuous, and the motion numbered is continuous. But the number 

wi th which lve calculate mot ion is in itself di screte and is invest ed with 

the continuity proper to time only by'a mental process. Moreover, the 

unity of time is. achieved only by the intellect comparing the, relati~n-

ship of the parts: the part which is past, the moment passing, and the 

part which has not yet come into being. Therefore time is, in its formal 

aspect, a conceptual being. 

On the other hand, entitatively, or in its material aspect, time 

has a real basis in the nature of things. St. Thomas gives a cogent p~oof 

that t ime a conceptual being wi th a foundat:j..on in reality: 

"Time is in a way a being independent of t he mind, for as 
motion is posited, so must time be; because the before 
and the after are in motion, and this very before and 
after of motion, insofar as they are calculable, are time 
itself.••• The existenc~ of numbered beings does not de
pend upon the intellect, •••• the number of beings does not 
depend upon the human intellect, but only the enumeration 
itself. Therefore,as there can be sensible ,things even if 
sense would not exi st, so there can be numerable things and 
number even if the numberu1g agent does not exist. Even if 
no (human) intellect were existing, the number of motion, 
which is time, would exist ••.• Yet the very totality of timeq 

is received by an operation of the mind numbering the before, 
and the after in motion•••• therefore time without the exist
ence of a mind is an imperfect being. 1I34 
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It is well to answer here the object.ions offered to the thesis that 

time is a conceptual being 111.th a foundation in reality. The opponents 

can be divided 'into two general groups. The first err by defect, in 

holding that time is merely a subjective, ideal, purely conceptual, or 

logical form of the mind. The main qpponent here is Immanuel Kent, whose 

objections will be treated somewhs.t in detail, although briefly, because 

the main objections to the Thomi'stic viel'lpoint arise from this quarter. 

Kant has three' principal tenets concerning time. He hold's that the con

cept of time: is a priori in origin; is represented by the faculty, not 

of the intellect., but of the internal sense; lacks all objective validity. 

The first assertion Kant argues thus: The internal sense perceives 

one affection after another and hence in time. This shows that the re

presentation of time is merely a cmdi tion for, an occasion for, :the 

primary perception of succession. Therefore, he cohcl~des, the represen

tation of tine was in the mind §. priori, before the first sensation. The 

error here lies in the major premise, for the sense perceives affections 

'Nhich are specificatively successive, i. e., of which succession can b e pre

dicated, but it does not perceive things reduplicatively successive, i. e., 

precisely as successive, for the senses do not reflect. Hence, t [18 per

ception of successive affections is not merely an occasion; it is the first 

step of intellection. 

\ 

A sec md argument adduced by Kant is somewhat as follows. If we 

imagine a]:l su,geessive beings'in time ,to have been dest~oyed, we, still ne

cessarily consider time as existing. But if the concept of time proceeded 
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from objective reality, and not .§:. priori from the sense, we would_ not 
, 

consider time as existing after objective succession had been destroyed. 

Therefore ••• Vie answer by a distinction of the major premise. Imagining 

objective succession as destroyed, lore do not imagine real time to exist, 

and we consider the continuation of possible time only because it is 

founded on the possibility of succ~ssion "Thich we have experienced. 

Consider a third Kantian objection: Limited succession, being a part 

of the whole, cannot be conceived before absolute time. But if the 

concept of time originated in real experience, particular time would cane, 

first. Therefore ••• ~ve answer that particular time cannot be conceived 

before absolute time precisely as parts of it (i. e. re-duplicatively), 

but they can be conceived in themselves (specificatively). For example, 

one cap. think ofa spring in a watch, just as a spring alone, and in thi,s 

specificative sense, no knowledge of the .,latch is needed; but for the 

,conception of the spring ,as a part (reduplicatively), the watch must be 

knol'm. 

A fiml objection states: The concept of time is contained in the 

principle of contradiction, L e., that nothi.ng can be and not beat the 

same time. But this principle is contained in every judgrrent. Tbere

fore we have an idea of time already before judgment; hence this idea 

must be l! priori. The objection is ans\Olered as fo1101,"S: The concept of 

time is not contained in the principle of contradiction taken as a genera

lity. Even in its application to successive or temporal beings, the idea 

of absolute time is not contained in the principle; the idea of simul

http:nothi.ng
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taneity and succession, however, is. To clarify this answer it is best 

to consider the principle of contradiction. The term 'simul' which is 

here translated as, "at the same time II , precisely means rather !!taken as 

a unit!!, or "in the same respect" e This is obvious when we consider God, 

V'lho is immutable and eternal, hence not lIin tiffie ll , but surely in accord 

vdth the principle of contradiction. The Isimul'signifies that the con

tradictory predicates cannot be applied in the s arne respect to the same 

subject, and it is only when the subject is successive that time enters 

ibto the judgment. 

We seem to have refuted the first Kantian assertion - that time is 

an ~ Rriori concept. The refutation of the second assertion - that 

absolute time is a sense intuition n01>r follol<fS. T he assertion is. argued 

somewhat as follows: Time is not a universal concept formed by the intel

lect; for one can conceive of only a single time, whose various limited 

durations or movement.s are parts 'contained in it and drawn from it. There

fore they are merely intuitions of the sense faculties. We offer two 

refutations of this assertion. First, the concept of.time is not universal 

if time is considered as infini te, but it is universal if t he very notion 

of undertermined time is abstractly conceived. Furthermore, the intellect 
( 

can know singulars by reflection upon the phantasm. Therefore, if the 

first part of the proof were given, not conceded, s till the conclusion of 

the objected argument would not necessarily follow.' A second refutation 

of the Kantian argument is in this, that absolute time contall1S in 

comprehension notes which are entirely outside the scope of sense facul
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ties. Infinity, for instance, can in no way be grasped or represented 

by the senses. 

The third Kantian assertion is that the concept of time lacks all 

objective reality. The main basis for this assertion has been destroyed 

'by the above refutations and by too proofs adduced above in support of. 

the .Thomistic opinion. There remain few object.ions wort.hy of note. One 

states: Time a form \-Thich gives order to the matter of sensations. 

But the form of knowledge is on the part of the knowing subject., the 

,matter, on the part ·of t.he object known. Therefore the conc~pt of tine 

is purely subjective. The major premise is correct only in a limited 

sense. Corporeal things are, as it were, endowed with this form by 

means of an abstract consideration of time, while the form of time is i t-

self based upon sensible matter. .the minor premise is, in turn, true 

only tn cases \-,here it is obvious from the real object itsel-f that the 

form is derived solely from t.l-te conception of the knowing subject, which 

is not the case i~ beings which we see as actually successive in the 

nature of things, in the order of reality. 

The final Kantian objection to the reality of time adduces antino

mies supposedlY inherent in the concept of time. T he first that time, 

if real, had to have a beginning; yet it could not have begun, for there 

is no reason ,.,by the world should have been made now rather than in some 

.... 'other "lme. We answer that there is no reason on the part of the created 

v-iorld, but on the part of the Creator, f.rom His free will., The second 

alleged antimony is that God would be ,subject to time, thus destroying 
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His eternity. 1pIe answer that the concept of time contains no such in

ference; as shown at the beginnLig of this paper, God is eternal and in

finite, and all created things,' time included, are contained by Him, and 

not He by them. The third antimony is posed thus: A continuum is divi

• 
sible without limit, and a t the same time God could' actually dissolve 

all parts; but this involves a contradiction. We answer that the parts 

cannot be dissolved by God and the continuum still remain. 

Thus the objections of subjectivism are overcorile. We stated above 

that th e subjectivis ts erred by defect. The second group>-d'f error is 

that by excess, which is the case with ultra-realism. Most of the ob

jections of the ultra-realists have been confuted in the main body of the 

proof that' time is a conceptual being with a .t;oundation in reality. In 
\ 

this group may be numbered Gassendi and Clarck, whose theories, as typical 

of the Newtonian school, were refuted above. Only two objections 'more 

will be here listed as worthy of note. 

The ancient atomists held that time 't'las a real physical being in per

petual and uniform flow. Besides the arguments given in the body of our 

proof, we might direct a specific proof against this opinion. Time can

not be a body distinct from others, for a body, by the very fact that it 

is something changeable, carmot be absolutely necessary and indestructible. 

Leibniz held that time is the relationship of successive bodies. TFiis 

approaches the moderate realism of the Thomists, but is not exactl~ cor

rect. Time cannot Ibe a relationship between t,,[O successive beings, for 

first there must be' successive beings, and only afterwards does the 
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relation of succession arise among them; whereas time is prese~t from the 

very rnnent in "1hich successive beings a re pre sent. 

Thus we see t1me vindicated as a conceptual being 1..n. th' a foundation 

in reality, the objections to t his solution having been taken, point by 

point, and found groundless. 

lATe have spoken of general, real time as the duration of some motion 

1"hich serves as a measure for all other motions. But can 1'1 e find such a 
.j',. 

motion and such a duration? First of , any measurement of time is 

neces$arily conventual and arbitrary. There is only a logical distinct

ion between real time and continuous motion. But th!3;, number and kinds of 

motion are legion. 

"As soon as we leave the ideal vlorld and return to the world 
of concrete realities~ ••• 1're are confronted,not with pure 
movement, but 1'uth a bewildering multitude of movements •••• 
Because these movements are continuous and successive, they 
have an equal claim to concrete the idea of tine3~nd to act 
as accepted measurements of temporal durations. II 

As Poincare, the eminent French scientist said: "There is no one 

measurement of time which is more valid than another. The 
36 

accepted is merely the m::> st convenient. II 

one generally 

As stated above, Aristotle considered local movement as the most 

proper kind of movemerrc, and hence as the basis of time. How this 

movement fitted to express the duration' of ot her motions? 

"If we take a definite part of this mtion as a unit of time, 
we may predicate the same temporal magnitude of all parts of 
other movements, irrespective of speed, provided they b 
and end with this 'same unit of time. The corresponding parts 
of the motion serving as a measure and those of the motion 
being measured will thus be identical from the standpoint of 
duration .,,37 
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This will provide a direct 'measure of the quantity of time. 

The next test of lcW'al motion and its fitness to be general time, 
"~ , 

is its uniformity. Uniformity is a necessary quality of the standard 

measure- of tin:e, and can be found in local motion, ,'lhose extent is in

dicated by space, a permanent quantity. Another requisite of ,uniformity 

in motion, that two equal spaces, successively traversed by the motion, 

always express two equal times, is fulfilled in local motion, provided 

it llBintain a uniform speed. Now, can we deitermine a uniform movement? 

The difficulty lies in this, that 

IIAny attempt to determine the existence of such a movement 
presupposes the kno-.dedge of a definite, ,concrete temporal 
unit, always identical i·lith itself. But since this concrete 
temporal unit must coincide with movement, it is imposSible 
to pO~Bt to a uniform movement unless we already know of 
one. I! ,.' , 

The answer to the problem lies in the mind gaining a preci se idea 

of continuous succession, measuring this succession from'internal pheno

mena, ~d with this as a basis, determining what external measure of tine 

is the complenent of this internal measure. Sin'ce the internal measure 

subjective, individual, and variable, it will not itself serve as a 

uniform measure. The most certain, uniform, equal, and sensible movement 

we can observe is that of the planets; this, then, is taken as real, ex

trinsic, general time, ,or, commonly speaking, the only real time. 

Since time a s a duration is essentially successive, it must consi-st 

of parts; these are the present and the future, which are united and con

tinued by indivisible moments or instants called~. The nunc can be 

taken in several senses. Breadly speaking, it is any small interval of 
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time. Strictly and phylosophically speaking, it an indivisible of time 

conceived as a boundary between past and future. Since time, in tre ab

solute sense in 1-lhich vie consider it as a measure, has no definite be

ginning or end, the terminating indivisibles of the ordinary continuum are 

absent, but the copulative or continuing indivisibles are the~. It 

IIFor as all assignable parts of an extended being are neces
sarily extended and further divisible, so also time and each 
of its assignable parts are composed of other smaller parts, 
so that it is impossible ever to arrive at the smallest, 
simple, and further indivisible parts; in a word, the single 
parts of time are time.!l 39 

The dispute which arises is whether time is present, or exists, by 

reason of self, or only by reason of the nunc joining the parts of 

time. St. Thomas and most of the scholastics hold that time is actually 

present only by reason of the existence of t he instant, and that the 

passing parts are succession itself, or fieri according to a past and a 

futUre part which are united by the instant which renders each present 

successively • 

lilt must be understood that the existence of successive things 
consists in this, . that they exist according to s orne indivisible 
of theirs, Which can be shown, because each and every part of 
any successive being is divisible into different parts. There
fore if any successive being would exist, not only according 
to its indivisible but according to some part, it would follow 
that many parts of some successive being 1-[ ould be present 40 
simultaneously, which is a the notion of successive beings. II 

And IIBut time, as not being pemlanent, was created in its 

beginning; nor is time, in its actuality, ours, except as regards the 
41 

tiline. II 

He furthers the same opinion in another place, part of which \\taS 
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quoted above concerning absolute time: 

II •••• no motion is actually found in things except a certain 
indivisible of motion 1~ich is a division of motion, but the 
·totality of motion is re ceived by a mental consi deration 
comparing the prior disposition of the 1-11 ole being to the 

. after. Therefore time also'does not have existence outside 
the mind, except according to its indivisible. I! 42 

Finally: IIBut nothing exists of time except nunc. Hence time cannot 

become except according to some ~; not because in the first nunc is 
43 

time, but because from it time begins. II 

The basis of the argument, that the nature of a continuum, demands 

that not all parts .coexist, is sumrned up by Jol:m of St. Thomas: 

"For the nature of a successive being demands that no.part 
exists at ttneGsame time as another. Therefore it demands 
such an existence that one part is not, and has passed, 
and ar::.other.is about to be; therefore it demands that tney 
do not exist by reason of themselves, but only by reason 

. of the instant, and this is to have fluent and not permanent 
existence. For to have fluent existence and to so exist 
that one part does not coexist with another, but that one 
part has flowed, and another is about to flow; but if the 
parts do not coexist with each other, therefore the l-rhole 
divisible belng, which is nothing else than those parts by 
which it is conposed, does not have divisible existeT).ce, 
since thO)3e thin1:)s into which it is divisible do not co
exist.1! 4'+. . 

Time thus consists of many parts divisible indefinitely. Hence there 

are in it, not a single !:!!!!!,£, but many of them. 

liThe !l!:!!l£ of Ume is the sane as regards its subject in the 
whole course of time, but it. differs in aspect; for inas
much as time corresponds to motion, its illill£ corresponds 
to what is mobile and the mobile thing qas the one sane 
subject in all time, but differs in aspect as being here 
and there and such alteration as number. Likm..r.ise the flow 
of the nunc, as naturally alternating, is time. I! 45 

http:existeT).ce
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This does not mean that one ~ immediately succeeds another, for in 

that case time would be composed merely of indivisible moments, 1>fIDch 

is 'con trary to the nature of a continuum. The real meaning is that 

"after single moments' some divisible parts of time, continued and joined 

by moments, 	 almost as one generally speaks of thepoints and parts of a 
46 

contin~um.1I 
I 

We have no\\' completed, the dis cus sion of time; its preliminary notions, 

definition, diVisions, reali ty, 'bases, and parts. 

http:contin~um.1I
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